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UNA GLORIOSA MA QUASI DIMENTICATA TEORIA MATEMATICA E CERTE SUE
INEDITE APPLICAZIONI ALLA FISICA

Riassunto
Non è facile, da parte del non-specialista, apprezzare pienamente il ruolo e l'importanza
della Teoria degli Invarianti Classici nella storia della matematica (diciamo all'incirca tra il
1850 e il 1920). In questo studio, il lettore trova anzitutto una rassegna, succinta ma
largamente improntata alla generalità, dei suoi fondamenti a partire da poche idee di base
della teoria delle equazioni, oltre ad un breve inquadramento storico e alla illustrazione di
un paio di esempi classici. Seguono poi alcune applicazioni - presuntivamente nuove - alla
fisica matematica, con particolare riferimento alle relazioni costitutive in mezzi materiali
continui. Come significativo esempio di applicazione di quest'ultimo tipo, è infine
completamente sviluppato il calcolo della struttura "a priori" del tensore di viscosità lineare
in un magnetoplasma.

Parole-chiave:Gruppo (di Sostituzioni); Invariante; Algebra Tensoriale; Isotropia;
Relazione Costitutiva

A GLORIOUS, YET ALMOST FORGOTTEN, MATHEMATICAL THEORY, AND
SOME POSSIBLY NEW APPLICATIONS OF IT TO PHYSICS

Abstract
Hardly the role and the importance of Classical-Invariant Theory in the history of
mathematics (say, between ~ 1850 and ~ 1920) can be fully appreciated by a
nonspecialist. In this study, we firstly purpose to provide a compact sketch of its
foundations starting from (and keeping the framework of) some very basic ideas in the
equation theory; and then, after reviewing a couple of classical examples, to illustrate a
number of (presumably new) applications to physics, with special reference to constitutive
relations in continuous material media. As a significant example of the latter type
(amongst other ones), we shall completely work out the problem of the "a priori" structure
of the linear viscous-stress tensor in a magnetoplasma.

Key words: Substitution Group; Invariant; Tensor Algebra; Isotropy; Constitutive
Relation.
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A GLORIOUS, YET ALMOST FORGOTTEN,
MATHEMATICAL THEORY, AND SOME POSSIBLY
NEW APPLICATIONS OF IT TO PHYSICS

1 Introduction: Invariant—in-form
Equations w.r.t. a Substitution Group

In the first section of this work we shall introduce a wide acceptation
of the concept of invariant (noun), here to be called "quasi—invariant",
together with that of the related "invariant-in-form" (briefly, "form-
invariant" ) equation, by keeping a purely equational point of view. Namely,
we shall start from, and shall only make use of, some very general ideas
about functions (of an indeterminate, from a domain of a linear space in
a linear space) and associated equations. Needless to say, our expounding
will develop along an essentially antihistorical path.

An equation of the general kind described below (see next paragraph)
can be given infinitely many equivalent forms by means of a pair of
essentially arbitrary bijections. Let us make more precise, and justify,
this statement. (For better clarity, in what follows we shall often rely on
the standard language/notations of the set theory).

First of all, to our purposes we shall slightly restrict the widest def-
inition of "equation" one is usually acquainted with ([1], I.E. 40). Let
/ : D —» Y be any application, or mapping, of a domain (0 ^ ) dom / =
D C X = a complex linear space, in another complex linear space Y,
whose zero we shall denote as 0y(1); and let (0 ^) rng/ — R = f{D) C Y

shall keep the same rule, in what follows, for every linear space apart from C
or K, whose zero(s) will usually be written as 0.



be the range of f^2\ The equation to be dealt with will be obtained by

requiring that

(1.1) /(*) = OK

for some x € D^3\ In general, the "solution set" of eq. (1.1), F~1{{0y}) C
D, where F is the (functional) graph of / , (i.e. the anti-image of {Oy}
through F) ranges from being empty (when Oy ^ R) to coinciding with
the whole of D (when R = {Oy}); but both these extreme cases are of
scarce interest, and as a rule will be excluded in the following.

Now let r : D -+ X' and respectively 7 : R -+ Y', where X\Y'

are other (complex) linear spaces, be two injections, with 7 fulfilling the
condition that

(1.2) 7(0y)=0y, <4>.

These injections can (and will) always be thought of as bijections, of D
onto D' = T(D), and respectively of R onto R' = j{R). Let us then
consider the following function chain:

x'(e D'f£x(e D)£f{x)(e R)A(lof)(x) = /'(:r')(e R').

It uniquely defines a new application / ' = 70/oF""1 : D' —* Y7, with
range R' — f'{D'), for which the "transformed" equation

(1.1') f'(x') = Oy,

turns out equivalent to eq. (1.1), or

(1.3) f(x) = Oy * f(x') = Oy,

(^Here f{D) (resp. f(A), A C D) is the image of D (resp. of A C D) through / .
Often, f{A) is written as f(A), or even as fA when / is linear, if no confusion arises.
(In principle, the ( ) after a function symbol should be reserved to an element of its
domain).

(3)The special choice of Oy in place of a generic y £ Y, in the RHS of eq. (1.1), does
not invalidate generality, because one can always come down to an equation of type
(1.1) by replacing Y by Y = Y — y.

( ^ h i s requirement too can be satisfied by similarly (see footnote 3) modifying Y'.



all over D*±D'^\ In other words, according to equiv. (1.3) there is a
r'

one-to-one correspondence between the solutions af of eq. (1.1) and the
solutions x' of eq. (1.1'), given by x' = T(x), x — Y~1(s^). This justifies

our initial claim.

Evidently, / and / ' are uniquely defined from each other for the given

F, 7 (7 under cond. (1.2)), through

(1.4) / ' = 7o/0r-\

(i.4O f = r1*f*T\
however, there are special cases where one is led to a specific / ' from / ,

for which equiv. (1.3) is true, by means of a seemingly more direct recipe.

A basic example is as follows.

«Let X be the linear (complex) space of the complex functions x €

L2(—00,00), endowed with its usual Hilbert structure, separable and

complete; and let X' be the linear (complex) space of the complex se-

quences {2Ji}i=i,... = {xi} = x' E I2(e\ similarly endowed with the usual

Hilbert structure, separable and complete. Finally, let {e*} be an ortho-

normal basis of X. A special bijection F of X onto X' naturally obtains

according to xi-*x' = {(x, ej) == 2^}, where (x, y) is the usual inner

product (x,y) == f^dtx(t)y*(t) (* = c.c.,/ = Lebesgue) in X. Its in-

verse F"1 is immediately found to be x'\—>x = Ei^e*. Evidently, both

bijections F, F"1 are linear. Since the inner product in X', say [x',y% is

defined as YnXiy%, by Parseval's theorem we have [x, y) = [x1, y1]: namely,

F and F"1 conserve inner products, and with them, norms and distances.

In conclusion X = F^-X7 and X' — YX are isomorphic.

Now let / : X —* X be any linear application of X = dom / in itself,

so fx = EiXifei and (fx,ej) = TuX^fe^ ej), Vx € X. The associated

^Derogating for a moment from our previous general stipulation about the solution
set, one also finds Oy € R <*• Oy/ 6 R' and R ^ {QY} «• R' ^ {Oy}-

(6Hn general, in the following we shall keep the convention of writing {(•)i}«=i,...
simply as {(•)*} for any sequence (-)i,-..
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sequence (w.r.t. j) belongs to X', and can be thought of as the value of

a linear function / ' : X' —* X' corresponding to x'. It is evident that,

if fx = 0x for some x € X, then f'x' = 0x> for x' = Fx. But the

converse is true as well: if {HiX^fe^e^j-i^ = 0^/ for some x' € X',

then (fx, ej) = 0 Vj for x = E^ef 6 X, and the equivalence

(1.3bis) fx = 0x <& f'x' = 0x> ,

TP

is established all over X ?=* X'W. In this case, we see that 7 is the same
r-i

as F restricted to R (taking its values in X'), and Rl = rng/ ' = Y(R) =

7<#). In conclusion, / ' = To/or- 1 , / = r ^ f . r , and equiv. (1.3bis)

is recognized as a special case of equiv. (1.3) for linear / , / ' , with Y, Y',

replaced by X, X\ and 7 = F restricted to R.

Equiv. (1.3bis), and more generally the whole of the above reasonings,

keep valid if dom / = D, though being ^ X, is a dense subset of X (and

so, dom / ' = D' is a dense subset of X' as well: in fact, F [F"1] transforms

dense subsets of X [X'\ into dense subsets of X' [X]).

The above considerations are fundamental for the (generalized) Fou-

rier Transform Theory. Of course one is interested in possible nontrivial

solutions of the equations of equiv. (1.3bis), and this presupposes that

both / and / ' be degenerate, in the usual sense of the linear-operator

theory.»^

(7) Linearity has been used with infinite sums to deduce the latter statements. In
spite of this, which is not rigorous, they can be recognized to be fully correct by use
of well known reasonings, see any treatise of Functional Analysis.

<8>A slightly generalized/specialized version of equiv. (1.3bis) became rapidly popu-
lar amongst physicists after Schrodinger's and Heisemberg's formalizations of Quan-
tum Mechanics were recognized to be equivalent exactly in that sense. In the con-
text, the domain of definition of x is typically Rn for some n > 1 (the configuration
space), and / : D —* X is a Schrodinger operator of type S — X, with S being li-
near and hermitian (= self-adjoint), and A being a parameter singled out by the
request that / be degenerate. Since D turns out dense in X (so D' = YD is dense
in X') for that / , the same conclusions as before are valid. Namely, if for some
x e D , fx = (S - X)x = 0 x , then f'x' = { S ^ S e ^ e . , ) - A^]}i=Bi,... = 0x>,
where Xi = (x, eì) <$ x = £ , 0 ^ ; and conversely. Due to the first equation, by
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Returning to the general case, we emphasize that, whereas / 'oF =

70 / does imply equiv. (1.3), the converse is not true (obviously). So the

following seemingly sensible question may arise: which is the most general

function f :jy -* Y' such that equiv. (1.3) be valid all over D x± D' for

given / and F? A little reflection proves that this problem does not make

much sense, since equiv. (1.3) does not involve the behaviour of/' outside

the solution set of the equation f'(x') — 0y. Thus the answer cannot

differ from a periphrasis of equiv. (1.3) itself: / ' is whatever function

defined in D' s F(J9), whose zeros are the transformed of the zeros of /

through F, and otherwise arbitrary.

Let us now turn our attention to a new type of request, starting from

eqs. (1.4, 1.4'). Precisely, we shall require that / and / ' coincide with

each other, hence that D' = D, R! - R, X' = X, Y' = Y and

(1.5) foV = jof VxeD.

In this case, both F and 7 must be substitutions (= bisections onto itself,

or permutations) of D and respectively of R, 7 under the restriction (1.2),

which now becomes:

(1.2')

for such given F, 7, eq. (1.5) turns out a constraint on / that limits its

generality. The equivalences

(1.6) (/

then immediately follow from eq. (1.5); but again, the converse is trivially

false, by the same reasons we have met in the general case, when / and

/ ' were not constrained to coincide. If the second equiv. (1.6) is true for

/ , F, we shall say that the equation f(x) = Oy is "form-invariant (i.e.

invariant in form) w.r.t. F".

equation. The latter equation (or rather the sequence of the component-equations
V j) is nothing but the Heisemberg "equation" (= the Heisemberg infinite system of
equations) for x' = {a;»}.
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An even more interesting situation occurs when / is requested to fulfil

rei. (1.5) for all the substitutions F of D belonging to a given group G (of

substitutions of D) and some substitution 7 of R (which of course will

generally depend on F), under cond. (1.2'). Written in standard symbols

of the set theory, this reads:

(1.7) vr(e G)37(eHGi9Wx{e D)[(fov)(x) = (>y(r)of)(x)], w

where J^(T, U) (for T, U any two sets) as usual denotes the set of all

the applications of T in U, and g is the set (actually, the group under

composition) of all the substitutions of R under cond. (1.2').

It is easy to prove that rei. (1.7) (assumed true) implies the uniqueness

of its pretender 7 = 7(F)(10); so the 3 appearing in it and subsequent

specializations (see further on) could be turned into an 3!. Moreover, for

that 7"(r), rei. (1.7) implies

(1.8) VF(e G)MV))(R) = R).

as it is obvious by itself since j(T) is a substitution of R, VT E G.

if rei. (1.7) is true for / and the given group G of substitutions of

D, f will be said a "quasi-invariant" w.r.t. G"^11). A by now familiar

consequence is that

(1.9) v r (e G)Vx(e D)[(foT)(x) = Oy *> f(x) = Oy],

where the 37 has disappeared from (of course). ID other words, and speak-

ing a little loosely, any substitution F of D can be "inserted" between /

and x (or removed from there) without altering the validity/invalidity of

(9)As usual, the "suggestive" notations 3z(<6 T)Q, Vz(e T)Q, where z = any-
variable, T any set, Q any relation, strictly mean 3 z{z € T AQ) and respectively

€T=$- Q). These are spedai cases of "typical" (see [1], E.L 35) quantificators
» VAZQJ where the relation A is specialized to the "membership" relation z ET.

general, the overline on an existential! variable will denote the associated
pretender.

OUT knowledge, the noun "quasi-invariant" is not standard.
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between / and x (or removed from there) without altering the vali-
dity/invalidity of the associated equation. Again, this equation will be
said "form-invariant w.r.t. G".

Rei. (1.7) seems too general (= weak) as to produce immediately
interesting developments. Thus one could consider stronger requests on
/ for that G. A most natural one consists in restricting g to the set
(group under composition) gi, of all the linear substitutions 7^ of R, to
be assumed linear (= R&) in its turn. Note that these substitutions fulfil
cond. (1.2') automatically. We shall number the associated version of rei.
(1.7) as rei. (1.7^); the related / could then be called a "quasi-invariant
(w.r.t. G) with linear range-substitution". Obviously, rei. (1.7x,) implies
rei. (1.7), but not the converse. Also, note that having a linear range does
not imply that / be linear.

One gets an interesting specialization of rei. (1.7x,) by further assu-
ming RL to be the whole of C"1-1 (resp. of R™-1). hi this case the effect
of 7t must be that of the multiplication by a nonsingular complex (resp.
real) m x m-matrix; for, this is the most general linear substitution of
C"1 (resp. of Rm). It is worth to write down rei. (1.7x,) explicitly in this
case, for m = 1:

(1.7W) Vr(G G)3co(e F(G,C x {0}))Va;(e £>)[(/ o F)(z) = u>(T)/(*)] •

Especially for R in place of C, an / which satisfies rei. (1.7W) (for the
given G) is known as a "relative invariant with multiplier U = a?(F),
& 0 Vr E G) w.r.t. <?'. Finally, if u = 57(T) s 1 Vr(e G), we shall speak
of an "absolute invariant (or simply of an invariant) w.r.t. 6?". In a sense,
the above rei. (1.7i), and the related definition of quasi-invariant with
linear range-substitution, can be seen as a bridge which links the idea of
Invariant (however in an extended, nonstandard acceptation, apart from
the case of rei. (1.7^)), to the basic concepts of function/equation from
set theory.

Let us now return to rei. (1.7) for a moment, and let 7 = 7(F) be
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easy to prove that

where IG (resp. Ig) is the identity of G (resp. of g).

Moreover, V(ri,r2) (e G), foTièT2 = 7(Ti);7(r8)«/ and
r2)°/; hence, as the LHS's of these equalities are

the same, 7 ^ ) » 7^2) o / = j(Ti » F2) » / , i.e.

In particular, VF(e G),

= / , or

Note that, when 7(F) = Ig Vr(€ G), all equals. (1.10) of before are ful-

filled (this fully legitimates the previous definition of absolute invariant).

One concludes that the set Q of the substitutions 7(F) (for all F 6 G) is

a group under composition (in g) and that the function F 1-+ 7"(F) from

G onto Q is a group epimorphism (i.e., Q is an homomorphic image of

G).

For the reader's convenience, it is worth to explicitly rewrite equals.

(1.10) with reference to rei. (1.7W). One gets:

(l.Hi) Wo) = 1 ,

(1.11,) ^ ( F M F - 1 ) = 1

and again, U{T) = 1 fulfils all the requests of above, together with

aj(F) / 0 VF(€ G). Equals. (1.10) (resp. equals. (1.11)) can be con-

sidered as a sort of "a priori" constraint on the dependence on F of the

range-substitution 7 (resp. cJ).
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Rei. (1.7W) can be given a slightly different, but equivalent, form ac-

cording to:

G) Mf(G,cx {0})V(*,y)(e D)[y = T{x) =* f(y) =

and when / is an absolute invariant:

(ar, y)(€ 2>)fr - r(ar)

But in the last rei. ( l / r ^ ) the consequent of the implication does not
contain F, so rei. {L.T^^-i) is equivalent to

V(*,y)(€ D){3T(E G)[y = r(x)] =

Now the antecedent of the implication is an equivalence relation over D
(as it is easy to prove), like the consequent. This fact has suggested a
different, more general, concept of (absolute) invariant; namely, the one
we get by replacing the specific equivalence 3F(€ G)[y = F(a;)] by a
generic one, say p{x,y) (over D), according to

(1.7p) V(*ty)(e D)\p{x, y) ** f(x) = f(y)] .

If rei. (l-7p) is true, one could speak of / as of an "invariant w.r.t. p(x,y)"
(over D). This is a true generalization, because, as it can be proved, not
every equivalence p (for (a;, y) over some set) can be given the special form
3F(€ G)[y = T(x)} for some group G of substitutions of that set. In any
case, we shall never refer to "invariants" in the above wider, nonclassical
sense.

A reasonable, but challenging, problem is described below. Let D be
a given subset of X (see p. 1), and G a given group of substitutions

<12) Start from the logical equivalence (where z = any variable, Q and S = any two
relations, but with z not appearing in Q): Vz(QvS) •<* QvVzS. Writing ~<S in place
of S, one gets: Wz(S => Q) «• Q V V«(-<5) <* (3zS => Q). This result keeps valid
when typical quantificators 3^2, V^z (with A being any relation) take the place of
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of it. The problem consists in finding out all the (absolute) invariants,
defined on D, w.r.t. G (and with range R CY), namely, all the functions
/ which fulfil rei. ( 1 . 7 ^ ^ 1 . 7 ^ ) for the given D and G; or at least,
more specifically, all such invariants "a priori" belonging to a given class
X of functions from D in Y^13\ We shall denote this set as ¥(D,G), or
respectively as F(£>, G \ X) (for brevity neglecting the Y in the notations).
Let / € F(Z), G) (hereafter, to be written as F for brevity) and let h :
R —» Y be any application of R in Y. It is evident that j = L / e F ;
in this case g is said to be "generated by / through h". This also proves
that F can be an infinite set. However, it may happen that F admits of a

"finite generator" {/i}i=i N>I) namely, of a finite subset (of cardinality
N) such that every element g E F can be generated by {fi} through

N

some function h : yURi —* Y, where Ri = rng/i, according to g =
- I n t h i s case> F w*11 b e s a i d "finitely generable". If F

is finitely (N-) generable, its generator {fi} can always be "reduced"
in such a way that none of its elements can be generated by the other
ones. This irreducible finite generator (of cardinality JV' < N) is called a
(finite) basis of F.

The problem of ascertaining whether F(2), G) (or possibly ¥(D, G \
X)) admits of a finite basis aroused a huge interest in the mathematical
community during the last decades of the XDCth century, at least for
D = Cn (for some n > 1) and X = the class of the algebric functions
from Cn in cK15).

We close this Introduction by the following remark. In rei. (1.7) and

(13)For example, if D = Y = C, all the polynomials of C in z € C.
(14)More generally, such that, for every g € F, rngjj = R, a nontrivial function (p :

N
XiRi x R-*Y can be found for which tp(fi(x),..., fj^(x);g(x)) vanishes identically

Va;(s D). Such a function <p is known as syzygy.
(15^The notion of "finite generator" of a set S (in the above, of a set of functions with

common domain C X, and taking their values in a common Y), or more basically,
of an "element c € S generated by some A C S", can be given a much more general
meaning in the abstract-algebra's framework, see for inst. [3], Chpt. VII, § 2.
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subsequent specializations) one is not obliged to make reference to a group
G of substitutions F of D — dom / . Whatever group G* isomomorphic
to G (resp. homomorphic in G), with elements F* «=* F (resp. F* —* F),
would work as well, of course on replacing VF(€ G) by VF*(€ G*) and
writing F as F(F*). Rei. (1.7) will then be transformed in the equivalent
form

V(F')(<E G*)37(€ F{G*,g))Vx(e D)[(f »T(T*))(x) =
(1.7*)
In particular, the new group G* can be a group of substitutions of some
set D*.

2 The Theory of the Classical Invariants:
some historical information

The preceding Introduction gives some basic and general ideas — pre-
sented in a somewhat modern language, and tied to the "equational"
standpoint we are mainly interested in here — about the so-called "Clas-
sical" Invariant Theory, w.r.t. a given group of sostitutions (of a given
independent-variable domain). Strongly linked with the well-known "Er-
langen Program" (see further on), the identification of form—invariant
equations and related groups (to within isomorphisms) has provided
several physical theories with important tools to put their equational
models (and, with the models, the theories themselves) into a deeper,
more mature frame. As we have seen, there is an important link be-
tween form-invariant equations and relative invariants (or even quasi-
invariants, compare rei. (1.7)). As for the absolute invariants, their study
has an additional interest in connection with the related groups, and can
throw a new light on their structure.

The very important role played by the Theory of Invariants (in fact,
of Algebraic Invariants), in the Mathematics (or rather, in the Algebra)
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of the 70 -r 80 years following the first half of the XlXth century, cannot
easily be appreciated outside an historico-critical context^16). The first
clear recognition of the invariant concept and of its importance (1841)
was due to G. Boole (1815-1864); but the development of a more or less
systematic research started a little later, with A. Cayley (1815-1895), in
particular with his "Mémoire sur les Hyperdéterminants" (1846) and the
subsequent nine "Memoirs upon Quantities" (1853-1859) [3], and with
his close collaborator and friend J. Sylvester (1814-1897). Cayley and
Sylvester worked together (not only on the establishment and develop-
ment of the Invariant Theory) for long years, eventually forming a most
significant "mathematical" (not to say human) fellowship. Their tremen-
dous impetus had a large following, especially in Germany (S. Aronhold,
A. Clebsch, P. Gordan) and in Italy (F. Brioschi, L. Cremona, E. Bel-
trami, A. Capelli), not to mention England (G. Salmon et al.). In this
first period, where the actual computation of certain algebraic invariants
(or of classes of them) was dominating^17), as a rule the main reference
was to the (continuous) group of the linear substitutions of a power (with
little exponent) of R.

A more mature and critical stage slowly took place, when the atten-
tion was shifted on different, wider-ranging problems; in particular, on
the problem of ascertaining the possible existence of a finite generator of

(i6)por exampi^ ànce 1864 J. Sylvester was claiming that "every algebraic research
sooner or later ends up in that chapter of modern Algebra in the shining title-page
of which one reads «Invariant Theory»". More than one century later, V.L. Popov
did not mince matters with writing that "The concept of an invariant is one of the
most important in mathematics, since the study of invariants is directly related to
problems of classification of objects of some type or other; and the aim of every
mathematical classification is to construct some complete system of invariants (one
as simple as possible), i.e., a system that distinguishes any two inequivalent objects
of the collection under consideration" (1980). Evidently, in the latter quotation the
reference is to the invariants w.r.t. an equivalence, see Sect. 1).
(17>For instance, E. Noether (1882-1935), the pupil of P. Gordan who had to become

famous due to her creation of the Axiomatic Theory of Fields, Rings and Ideals,
graduated in 1907 with a thesis "à la Gordan", where she did actually compute the
whole of the 331 invariants (and covariants) of the biquadratic ternary form.
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some specific invariant set of interest. This "finiteness" problem was even-
tually faced by D. Hilbert (1862-1943), when he was not yet thirty years
old, on a very general ground (at least, with reference to the algebraic-
invariant class). In a couple of historical papers ([4], 1890-92), Hilbert
was able to prove that a given entire-rational form (or even a system of
such forms), in a finite number of indeterminates and of arbitrary de-
gree, does always have a finite basis of related entire-rational invariants
w.r.t. the group of the linear substitutions^18^. This result, which shocked
the contemporary mathematical community, was so strong as "to almost
kill* (Weyl) the whole of the matter; at least, from the viewpoints of that
moment. Hilbert (who, by the way, had chosen the Invariant Theory as
the subject of his doctorate thesis) used a fresh approach in his proof
and developed new methods which had to be more and more asserted in
modern abstract algebra.

Despite these dramatic achievements, new ideas and discoveries came
on a little later, like those due to A. Hurwitz (1897) and to A. Young
(1900); but even further, quite inside the new century, the Invariant
Theory resumed to flourish under the powerful spur of mathematical
physics (Electromagnetism, Theory of Relativity (both special and gen-
eral), Quantum Mechanics), often allowing to set the related formalized
(equational) models down on a more solid foundational ground. In this
concern, it is worth mentioning the contributions by H. Weyl (1885-
1955), one of the most brilliant and deeply-minded mathematicians/ma-
thematical-physicists of the first half of the XXth century, partially sum-
marized in his admirable (but by no means elementary) treatises "Raum,
Zeit, Materie" (1918, [5a]), "Gruppentheorie u. Quantummechanik" (1928,
[5b]), and, especially relevant to the present study, "The Classical Groups,
their Invariants and Representations" (1938, [5c]).

much weaker version of this theorem, referred to only one binary form, was
already known ("Clebsch-Gordan theorem"). For a long time, and by a huge compu-
tational work, Gordan tried to extend it to other forms, but he did not go beyond the
case of a finite system of binary forms.
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Actually, the most explicit "manifesto" where the principle of be-
ing sometimes allowed to define/characterize the whole of a physico-
mathematical theory, — and in particular of a geometry — through the
specification of its "invariants" (in a precise acceptation) dated back by
several decades, when P. Klein (1849-1925) published his (somewhat
later) celebrated work, thereafter known as "Erlangen Program" (1872,
[6]). According to Klein, a group of transformations can serve as group of
"substitutions of a coordinate system" (automorphisms) in some geom-
etry; the functions of those coordinates — defined by the objects of the
geometry — that do not change (or merely change by a factor ^ 0) under
a coordinate change (the invariants) describe the intrinsic properties of
the geometry under consideration, and provide a structural classification
of its theorems. Of course, form-invariant equations are associated to
those invariants (absolute or relative they may be). For example, for pro-
jective geometry the problem consists in finding invariants (and possible
relations between them) w.r.t. the protective group (of substitutions);
for Euclidean geometry, w.r.t. the group "of motions" (isometries) of the
Euclidean space, and so o n ^ . In other words, and to mention one more
example, the affine geometry deals with (= consists of the study of) the
(equational) properties of its objects (= figures) which keep unalterated
through affine substitutions of the coordinates (and only with those prop-
erties); e.g., for a point set, its "being a straight-line", for a point of a
segment, its "being the center (of that segment)", for a figure whatever,
its "being the transformed-by-translation of another figure", etc. This
basic intuition — quite an advanced one in 1872 — had to vigorously
boil down, for a very long period to come, in the Mathematical Physics's
pot.

"Mutatis mutandis", in Classical Mechanics one deals with the prop-

(19) Quoting from F. Klein: "Being given a manifold and a transformulation group on
it, to study the forms belonging to that manifold as for their properties which keep
unaltered through the transformations of the given group".
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erties of its objects which are expressed by form-invariant equations
w.r.t. the Galilean group of substitutions (of the space-time variables),
a continuous group with 10 parameters; and in (special) Relativistic Me-
chanics, w.r.t. the Lorentz group of the same variables, again continuous
with 10 parameters. Besides, the "Erlangen spirit" was still alive in more
recent times, see for instance the studies on the so-called "Projective
Relativity", based on De Sitter's cosmological model and on the projec-
tive group of L. Fantappié (1901-1956) [7], which tends to the Lorentz's
group with the De Sitter curvature going to zero, and is isomorpbic to
SO(4,1). It is thus possible to infer the equations e.g. of a "Protective
Electromagnetism", on requiring their form-invariance w.r.t. SO(4.1) [8].

The very limited historical outline provided in this Section only gives
a faint idea of what (classical) Invariant Theory meant for Mathemat-
ics, Geometry and Mathematical Physics, since it was started about 150
years ago. Most results of the theory, however, as well as the huge effort
they required, went almost unnoticed to the nonspecialist's eye; that is,
in practice, to the whole of nonmathematical scientific community (not
excluding, in some cases, the mathematicians/algebraists themselves^20)).

In the early thirties, the Invariant Theory aroused a new interest
of more specific, abstract-algebraic, nature ( "new" Invariant Theory, see
e.g. [9], still now in progress). These more recent developments are beyond
the scope of the present notes, and we shall limit ourselves to add a couple
of "recent" treatises ([10,11]), partially related to them, to our Reference
list.

(20) p T a i t f a n o t negligible character in the Mathematical Physics of the XlXth
century born in 1831 (and by himself a fervid supporter of the Quaternion Theory),
once commented upon Cayley's activity in the following terms: "It is a real pity that
such eminent a man have to spend his talent in so useless problems".
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3 Some examples, classical and new

We shall now illustrate some examples of application of the Classical
Theory as it was expounded in the Introduction.

Let us begin with the elementary, yet nontrivial (indeed it involves a
nonlinear "generating transformation" of the underlying indeterminate)
problem (a) illustrated below.

(a) As it is well-known, a lst-degree fractional—rational, invertible
transformation of a single, real indeterminate x expresses the new inde-
terminate y as the ratio between two lst-degree binomials, say according
to:

y = (px + q)/(rx + s) ,

where (p, q, r, s) are real numbers subject to the "nondegeneration" con-

straint A == ps — rq 7̂  0. The set of these transformations is a group

under composition. In what follows, it will be convenient to write the

quadruple (p, q, r, s) as f ̂  ^ U21). Now consider the "multiplication"

law ( o ) between nondegenerate (nd) quadruples:

(P Q\ (V' <l\ _!.
\r sJ'Kr1 s')~ rp' + srl rq'+ ss'

(formally, the same as if the f " *' Vs were 2 X 2-matrices); this mul-

tiplication brings equivalent "factors" into equivalent "products", so we

can identify quadruples and equivalence classes of quadruples in what

follows. With this proviso, the set of the nd quadruples turns out a

under the multiplication (o ), with ( n 1 1 being its unity and

(21)Note that there is no one-to-one correspondence between quadruples and trans-
formations, but rather between equivalence-classes of quadruples and transforma-
tions. Two quadruples i " * J and I , , j are equivalent if p' = ftp,..., s' = ks

for some fe ̂  0.
(22)<jijje nondegeneration of the product (3.1) between ordered nd quadruples is easily

proved, as well as the validity of the associative law.
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I . -, A 1 ~ I I the inverse ot I I. On the other
\-rA~1 par1 J \—r p J \r sj
hand, there is consistency between the (ordered) composition of two 1st—
degree fractional—rational invertible transformations and the (ordered)
multiplication ( o ) of the corresponding nd quadruples, and we conclude
that the two groups are isomorphic.

Let us now consider the "genuine" (a ^ 0) trinomial of the 2nd-degree
in x, ax2 + 2bx + c, with real coefficients (a, b, c); replace x in terms of y
according to x = (sy— q)/(—ry+p), with A ^ O , and finally multiply the
result by (ry — p)z. Apart from an exceptional case, we get a (genuine)
trinomial in y, say Ay2 + 2By + C, whose coefficients are:

{ A = s2a — 2rsb + r2c
B — —sqa -f (ps + rq)b — prc
C — q2a — 2pqb + p*c

(evidently, the exceptional case occurs when A = 0). Eqs. (3.2) can be
a\ (A\

considered as a nondegenerate linear transformation J 6 j i—J- J B J (the

nondegeneration follows from the determinant of the related 3x3—matrix,
s2 -2rs r2 \

—sq ps -\~rq —pr j , being A3 ^ 0). Making a similar nd transfor-
q2 —2pq p2 J

mation y t-+ z ~ (jp'y + q')f{r'y + s'), we get a new trinomial in z, say
az2 + 2/3z + 7, whose coefficients are given by the same syst. (3.2) with

(A, B, C) taking the place of (a, b, c) and (*] % j that of (P q \ The
\T s / \r s J

3 x3~matrix of the resulting linear transformation I 6 I H^ j f} J is equal

W \7/
to the left multiplication of the 3 x 3—matrix in (3.2), with ( . , J in

place of ( j , by the same 3 x 3 matrix in (3.2), and is nondegen-

erate because its determinant is (AA')3 ^ (P®. On writing it in the

(23) of course the nd 3 x 3-matrices form a group under the standard multiplication
rule.
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( P" Q"\ (P Q\

,, „ 1 in place of ( J, one finds that
I u n) — \ i / ) ° ( J • In other words, one gets the same
\r" s" ) \r' s'J \r s) ' &

result by multiplying the two 3 x 3 matrices of type (3.2) or the corre-

sponding quadruples (using the multiplication ( o ) law (3.1)), in the same

order. The same happens with the identities (trivial) and the inverses.

The conclusion is that there is a (group) homomorphism of the group of

the nd quadruples in the group of the nd 3 x 3-matrices of type (3.2),

w.r.t. the corresponding operations (i.e. the quadruple multiplication ( o )

and the standard 3 x 3-matrix multiplication). With a self-evident no-
( ( A

tation, we can write I & *-* I B I. Note that equivalent quadruples
bring the same triple into "equivalent" (i.e. proportional through a fac-

tor k2 ^ 0) triples. In the language of Sect. 1, G is the group of the nd

quadruples, so F = f M, a; is I & I, # = T(x) is I B \ and D is

R3. The problem is now that of possibly identifying a relative invariant

w.r.t. G and its multiplier. The interest in relative invariants lies in that,

if F maps the genuine triple [ b I into the genuine triple I B

\ c J \ C
then (it can be proved) the two 2nd-degree equations ax2 + 2&r + c — 0

and Ay2 + 2By + C = 0 are equivalent. So the vanishing of the rela-

tive invariant must mirror an intrinsic property of the above equivalent

equations, which does not change through the generating transformation

x H-» y. This suggests that a relative invariant be the discriminant of the

related equation, since in this case the corresponding roots become equal.

In other words, one expects that

(B*-AC) = w ( ( J ^))(&2-ac) for some W =

(3.3)

A simple computation proves the validity of this relation, with u> being
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equal to A2 > 0. This also implies that the sign of the relative invariant

is conserved, mirroring one more intrinsic property of the equations (the

existence/nonexistence of distinct real solutions)^24'.

At the cost of rapidly increasing complications, these results can be
extended to polynomials of degree n > 2 in a single indeterminate, and to
the complex field. Historically, this fact has helped the development of a
"Discriminant Theory" for (complex) algebraic equations in one unknown
and of arbitrary degree; from one side, the discriminants are sought as
relative invariants w.r.t. G, and, from the other one, as (algebraic) func-
tions of the equation's coefficients whose vanishing is equivalent to the
confluence of solutions.

(b) Our second example refers to a linear generating transformation of
the underlying indeterminates, now belonging to R2. Let us consider the
following 2nd-degree binary form (with real coefficients) in (ar, y) €. K2:

Q(x, y) = aix2 + 2a^xy + a3y
z + 2a4x + 2a5y + og •

If (x, y) undergo an isometric transformation (a "motion") (x,y) i-+
(x',y') £ M2, here to be written in its inverse form as

x = a?'cos co — j/ sxntp + h
(3.4)

y = x siny + y cos<p + k ,

with ((p, h, k) being the corresponding (real) parameters, the coefficients
(ai ~r OQ) transform into {a'x -5- a

r
6) according to a linear law we shall write

as

(3.5) flJ

as it happens in the present case, the multiplier of a relative invariant is a
power of the determinant of a linear substitution (of a group of linear substitutions),
the corresponding exponent is said the "weight" of the invariant. In our case, the
determinant of the linear substitution (3.2) is A3, hence the weight of the invariant-
discriminant is 2/3.
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this turns out automatically nondegenerate (it can be proved). The ele-
ments of the 6 x 6-matrix {fly} are uniquely expressed in terms of the
parameters (<p, h, k), for instance:

— (cosipf, «12 = 2siny>cosy>, a13 = (sxn<p)2, au = ais = 016 = 0.

In this case too we have two groups under composition, the group of
the isometries (3.4) and the substitution group (3.5); and there exists
an homorphism of the first group in the second one (we neglect the full
proof, which is matter of a little labour).

Our problem now consists in possibly determining absolute invari-
ants w.r.t. the group (3.5) of linear substitutions. It is plain that such
invariants exist; for instance,

a = ax + 03 ,

are homogeneous-polynomial invariants, of the 1st, and respectively 2nd
and 3rd degree in the Oi's (proofs by direct verification). Here we shall
not discuss if they are enough as to generate the full invariant set, or
how more "independent" invariants can possibly be found by means of
a systematic procedure. Instead we shall hint at the intrinsic properties
of the curve Q{x,y) — 0 in R2 (to be. called curve UC") their vanishing
is equivalent to. So, a — 0 is equivalent to the asymptotes of G being
perpendicular to each other; 8 — 0 is equivalent to C being a parabola;
and finally, A = 0 is equivalent to C degenerating into two straight lines.
Moreover, the sign of 6 (if 6 ^ 0) too is intrinsically significant: if A ^ 0,
S < 0 means that C is an ellipse, and 6 > 0 that C is a hyperbola. If S < 0
and A ^ 0, the invariant 7r|A|(—S)~3^2, which is homogeneous of degree
zero in the a*'s, is equal to the area of the ellipse C. Finally, one easily
imagines how these considerations could be extended to higher-degree
binary forms (at least, in principle).
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(c) Coming to our third example, let x = (a?i, .-..,a;n) 6 R"-1 be

the domain D of / : Kn —+ JR. We shall define a group of substitutions

of D as follows: let a = (ax,...,On) € l n + be an rc-ple of (strictly)

positive real numbers, and consider the transformation x *-* x' — ax =

(aiXi,..., anxn). Plainly, it is linear and invertible, and the set of the a's,

for every a, is a group G^ under the composition law

ao/3 = (#iA> • • • i °hifin)i with unity Ia s ( 1 , . . . , 1) and inverse a~l =

(of1,..., o^1)- Let us now require that the equation

(3.6) f{x) = 0

be form-invariant in the sense of rei. {1.1 L) (linear substitution 72,). This

presupposes that rng / s RL be a (real) manifold of R, i.e. 3R itself. But

we know that in this case we can shift our request on rei, (1.7 ,̂) with real

w = aj(a) 7̂  0. So we shall require

(3.7) Va(e Ga)Bu(e F(Ga,R^ {0}))Vo;(€ Mn) [f{ax) = w(a)f{x)] ;

that is to say, that / be a relative invariant w.r.t. Ga with multiplier oj(a).

By use of eqs. (I.II1-7-I.II3) (actually eqs. (Hi, H3) are sufficient), and

assuming a; (a) to be Taylor-expandable about a — Ia, it is easy to prove

that

1

where the p^s are arbitrary real constants^.

One concludes that

(3.9)

is convenient to prove eq. (3.8) for n — 1, since the subsequent extension to
n > 1 is trivial. It is sufficient to expand eq. (I.II3) in a Taylor series about a = 1,
then using eq. ( l . l l i ) and u ^ O a s accessory conditions. A little work then leads to
u>(a) = ap, with p — an arbitrary real constant equal to d^w |o=i- (The feet that
w(a) = ap be a solution is obvious; what matters is that it is the only possible solution
under the Taylor-expandibility condition). Eq. (1.112) is then automatically satisfied
by that w(a).
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namely, that / is a "partial homogeneous" function of (arbitrary) degree
Pi w.r.t. Xi.

It is convenient to immediately give the natural "physical" interpre-
tation of this result. First, let us think of the a '̂s as the (real) values
provided by the measurements, with units [xi],..., [xn], of some n corre-
sponding independent26) "physical quantities". Then let eq. (3.6), with
dom/ = Rw, rng/ = R, represent a "physical law" that x must fulfil.
It is then legitimate (not to say mandatory) to require that eq. (3.6) be
form-invariant w.r.t. the group Ga of the "changes of scale" (= change
of units). Reasonably enough, this will be given the form of rei. (3.7). Of
course there is a logical gap in this choice (because rei. (1.7) does not
imply rei. (1.7^)), which seems difficult to overcome by means of sensible
(and not quite "ad-hoc") additional requests.

The partial-homogeneous nature of the function / : Rn —* R (with
rng / = M), if f(x) = 0 has to be interpreted as a physical equation, is usu-
ally postulated as the basic principle of the so-called "Dimensional Calcu-
lus (or Analysis)" (27\ But, as we have just seen, the partial-homogeneity
of the / in the above physical equation could also be thought of as a con-
sequence of its form-invariance w.r.t. the change-of-scale substitution
group (?«, and of some plausible additional considerations suitable to
justify the assumption of a linear range-substitutions, 7 = fj^28*. To our.

^ M o r e properly, "dimensionally independent", or "primitive".
(^More specifically, in some introductory treatments of Dimensional Calculus it is

claimed that the constant Pi (the "dimension'' of / w.r.t. *,•) must be rational (see
e.g. [12], vol. 1, Chpt. 1). Although empirically true "a posteriori" for most physical
equations, this cannot be valid on a general, logical basis. See also [13], voi. 1, Chpt.
Vm, § 16-T-37, or [14].
(28)There is some chance in this sense we shall not discuss here for the brevity's sake.

However an almost trivial way to bypass a possible logical path of that kind (i.e. from
reL (1.7) to rei. (1.7W)) consists in directly requiring that / be a relative invariant
w.r.t. Ga. After all, this is far from being untenable from the physical viewpoint, and
corresponds to the idea that / be in its turn (the measure of) a physical quantity:
acting on the independent variable x through the (multi)-change of scale a > 0 must
thus induce a similar change of scale u> > 0 on / , "a priori" depending on a. The
request about the sign of w apart, this is just the condition that / be a relative
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knowledge, the above line of reasoning, in order to derive the conclusion
of interest (eq. (3.9)), is new.

(d) The full understanding of the fourth example presupposes a suffi-
cient familiarity with the ideas/methods of the "abstract" tensor algebra.
As a general rule, a physicist learns the rudiments of tensor algebra in
the wider context of the so-called tensor "calculus", along the classical
"coordinatational"^ approach (of Ricci/Levi-Civita) during his uni-
versity courses. Inside such a "Ricci Calculus" (or "Absolute Differential
Calculus"), however, has a place that minimal "algebraic outfit" which
allows the student, e.g., to sum tensors of equal rank, to multiply tensors
of arbitrary ranks by each other, to contract a tensor of rank > 2, and
soon.

On almost all occasions, this is adequate to the usual applications of
tensors to physics. But the familiarity with handling the operations of
an algebra is quite different a thing from understanding that algebra as
a formal structure, an object that implies a formalistic approach, where
one is given the structure's axioms (and only them) and then goes on by
means of deductive procedures. This is the case of abstract tensor algebra,
which is an important formal structure in its own, and where one has to
disregard all references to geometry and related coordinatation. If one
avoids excesses of generalization/abstraction, the basic ideas of abstract
tensor algebra are reasonably simple.

Our fourth problem consists of identifying a finite basis (assumed
to exist) of the linear manifold of all the /c-tensors (K = rank), over
a given underlying pitagorean linear-real space X with n dimensions,
whose components — of whatever kind, e.g. covariant components —
are absolute invariants w.r.t. the group 0+(n) of the proper rotations^30)

invariant w.r.t. Ga. But, as we have seen, this condition is by itself sufficient to fix
the form (3.8) of uf(a) (with undetermined p), having assumed it Taylor-expandable
about a — Ia. "A posteriori", this v(a) turns then out unconditionally positive.
( ^ S i t venia verbo" (H. Weyl, [5c]).

authors define the isotropie tensors by making reference to the orthogonal
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of X- These «-tensors are called "isotropie" «-tensors, and play a very
n

important role in Mathematical Physics, for whatever K > 0 and n >

The solution of the above problem is not elementary (in fact, we shall
not justify it here), but can be given the very ample form of the following
theorem:

(T) «The isotropie «-tensors are all the linear combinations, with real
coefficients, of the tensor products obtained by multiplying the fac-
tors g (= first fundamental tensor, of rank 2) — say, taken p > 0
times — and e (= second fundamental tensor, of rank n) — say,
taken q > 0 times — in all possible ways, under the obvious con-
straint

(3.10) 2p + nq = K .»

A basis for this linear manifold (isotropie K-basis), assumed finite,
will then be found by singling out a complete set of linearly independent
products of the above type, for the given n > 2, K > 0.

Let us examine some consequences of theorem (T), for increasing
values of K, starting from K — 0. The case K = 0 is trivial, and gives a
scalar, as it is obvious. The case K = 1 (isotropie 1-tensors, or vectors)
has no solutions for n > 2: isotropie vectors do not exist. For « = 2,
instead, eq. (3.10) does have the solution (p = 1, q = 0), and if n = 2
(and only then), (p = 0, g = 1): the 2-basis consists of g if n > 2, and of
(</,e)ifn = 2.

Let now « be > 2. If « is odd (= KO), both n and q must be odd
(= no,q0), and noqo = Ko — 2p. If K is even (= /ce), two cases must be
distinguished, namely i) even n (= ne), where q can either be even or

group O(n) (including reflections). This is legitimate of course, but originates a far
less interesting class of mathematical objects.

case n — 1 is trivial, and does not deserve attention in practice.
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odd, but such as to fulfil neq — Ke — 2j9, and ii) odd n (= no), where q

must be even (= qe), under noqe = «e — 2p.

For example, for K = 3, nogo = 3 — 2p, which gives n0 = 3 for
(p = 0, <? = 1) and nothing else; namely, the 3-basis is empty for n^3,

otherwise it consists of e only. If K = Ke is even, and one "a priori" limits
himself to search for elements with q = 0, the resulting isotropie subbasis
is made of (2p — 1)!K32^ (linearly independent) Ke-tensors of the type
(g...g). For instance, if Ke — 6, q — 0, one finds a subbasis of 5!! = 15

p times

isotropie 6—tensors.
If K = 4, first of all one has the above subbasis (for q = 0, p = 2)

of three 4-tensors. For q = \, one finds e for (p = 0,n = 4), plus four
4-tensors, for (p — 1, n — 2), of type #£•; for 9 = 2, one finds only one
tensor of type ee for (p = Q,n — 2), whereas there are no more isotropie
4-tensors for q > 3.

This type of computations, however more and more complicated, can
go on for K > 4. In any case, the set of the isotropie /c-tensors turns
out finitely generable. To conclude, one should add that it is not easy to
find out the above theorem (T) in its present form in the relatively poor
"modern" literature where it is reported or proved, see f.i. [5c], [15]. A
sort of recursive proof is illustrated in [16], limitedly to low values of K
andn.

(e) Now we come to our last, and here most important, example of
application, an interesting extension of the main theorem (T). Let us
assume that the isotropy of the underlying linear space X be broken by
the existence of a privileged direction Q, (= a unit vector of X)- We have

n

the following theorem:
(T1) « The Ac-tensors enjoying the special symmetry illustrated above

belong to a superset of the isotropie «-tensors, however finitely gen-
erable. To get a corresponding basis (whence the full linear manifold

(32)Taking into account the g's symmetry.
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generable. To get a corresponding basis (whence the full linear ma-
nifold will be constructed), one has to take all the (linearly inde-
pendent) «-tensors which are (h > 0-times)-contracted products
of a tensor of the isotropie (K + h)-basis by 0, obviously under the
condition 2p + nq — h — K.

Let us immediately illustrate an elementary application of theorem
(T7) for n — 3, « = 2. Starting from h = 0, we have:

ft, = 0 =£• (p = 1, g = 0), and we get the single isotropie 2-tensor g;

/ i=l=^(p=0,£=l) and we get the single (anisotropic) 2-tensor e• Q;

ft. = 2 =» (p = 2, g = 0), and we get the single 2-tensor QQ;

h>3=$- there are no new (independent) 2-tensors.

To conclude, the basis is made of the three 2-tensors (g,e • $7,£K3).

To get a better familiarity with this kind of computations, let us
consider the case K = 3 (again for n = 3). Starting from h — 0, we find:

h = 0 =>• the already known contribution e;

h — 1 =» (p = 2,q = 0). There are three independent 3-tensors of
type gQ, namely, using covariant components of indices (i, fc,r) (running
over (1,2,3)), gikQ,ri gir^k, 9kr&i\

h — 2 =^ (p=l,<? = 1). In this case too we find three new 3-tensors,
namely (in the usual components (i, k, r)) (sikjQr, e^jVlk, e^jQ^QP', where
we have used the standard "Einstein", notation for the contraction w.r.t.

3\
h = 3=$>(p = 3,q = 0) and (p = 0, q = 2). Discarding already met

objects, the first solution gives the new 3-tensor i74fìfcf2r, whereas the
second one does not produce new contributions.

(33) T^ùs author is not aware of references related to this extended—but very intuitive
in itself— theorem (T'), nor (obviously) about its proof. The related group of proper
rotations, say O^(n), is a subgroup of O+(n) (not to be confused with the subgroup
of the rotations about ft!), hence the new basis includes the isotropie one, as it is
evident from theorem (T1) itself. It is easily proved that O^(n) is an abelian group.
Theorem (T') was used without comments (nor a proof) in [17].
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Keeping n = 3, we now face the case K — 4. As usual taking increasing

values of h, we get:

h = 0 =» the isotropie contribution of 3!1 = three 4-tensors of type

gg, in components (a,A?,r,s) 9ik9ra-,9ir9ks,9is9kr]

h = 1 =4» (p = 1, g = 1), so the six + four = ten 4-tensors

and respectively 0 ^
h = 2 => two different solutions (p = 0,? = 2) and (p = 3,# = 0).

From the first solution, we get the three new 4-tensors of type ee : QQ,
i.e., in the usual components, (ej^er^,£fr5£jfcS|,£jSj£jfcri)fìl

3fìi; and from the

second solution, six new 4-tensors of type gQQ, i.e.

3=»(p = 2, g = l). This produces six new 4-tensors of type

, i.e. (eflyfìrU», er»j0i0fe, e^fìffìr, £irj-fl*fìa, £tóiOfc^r, eftrjfìtfìa)^;

/i = 4=»(p = 4,g = 0) and (p = l,q — 2). Discarding contributions
already met (under h = 0 and h = 2) the first solution provides a sin-
gle new 4-tensor, i.e. 0^0^12,.f2a; whereas the second solution only gives
already met objects;

ft, = 5=^(p = 3,9 = 0) and (p = Q,q — 3). The first solution gives
objects already met (under h = 1 and h — 3)., whereas the second one is
unproductive;

h > 6 =*• there axe no new contributions.
Summing up, we get a basis of 3 + 6 + 4 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 1 = 29 4-tensors.
In particular, we could "a priori" impose the two separate symmetries

i ?=± k and r # * o n the generic 4~tensors of components (i, k, r, s) of
the just computed basis (one can easily understand why this request is
interesting from the physical standpoint). We get in this case:

h ~ 0 =£• the three 4-tensors reduce to only two, namely to gye9r

9ir9ka +
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h = 1 =^ the 4-tensors of the first set of six reduce to only one, and

those of the second set are all eliminated. Thus one remains with the

only contribution (eirjgka + ekajffir + Skrjgis + £«tf0fcr)O*;

h — 2 =*- of the three 4-tensors of the first set, the first one must
be eliminated, and the remaining two must be replaced by their sum
{^irjSksi + SisjekrijQPQ1; on the other hand, the six tensors of the second
set reduce to only three, which are:

h = 3=^ two of the resulting six tensors must be eliminated, and the
remaining four have to be replaced by their sum, namely by

h — 4 =£• the unique tensor available in this case, QiQ]cQrCla, auto-
matically satisfies the required symmetries. What remains is a basis of
2 + 1 + 4 + 1 + 1 = 9 4-tensors.

If we require the tensors of this basis to fulfil the additional symmetry
(i, k) +3- (r, s) (the physical interpretation of this condition too can easily
be imagined), the second and third 4-tensors, g^fi,.^ and respectively
<7rs£2ififc> must be replaced by their sum, and the unique tensor under
h = 3 must be suppressed. Thus we end up with a basis of 2+1+3+1 = 7
4-tensors. We explicity note that the isotropie parts {h = 0) of the
previous basis of 9 elements automatically fulfil the third symmetry
(i, k) & (r, s) too.

In this part (e) of the present study we limit our attention to «-bases
with « < 4 (and n = 3).
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4 Applications to Constitutive Relations

An interesting application to Physics — or rather to any phenomenolog-
ical science whose objects can be measured, at least in principle, with
arbitrary precision — of the concept of a relative invariant has been al-
ready illustrated under (3, (c)). The present Sect. (4) too will entirely be
devoted to applications to Physics, specifically to the theory of the Con-
stitutive Relations (CR) in continuous material media, and in particular
in media whose (local) isotropy is broken by the existence of a privileged
direction Q in the sense of theorem (T') of Sect. 3 ^ .

As we shall see, in most cases the aim of the following developments is
that of deducing the general structure of those CR, which are usually jus-
tified on the basis of specific (and sometimes sophisticated) microscopic
models, by making recourse to such theorems of abstract tensor algebra
like (T) or (T;), and so, in conclusion, to the Invariant Theory.

We shall start with the very elementary example of a linear conduc-
tivity 2-tensor (for inst. electrical, but also thermal, or thermoelectrical,
etc., conductivity), that (locally) associates a current density to a corre-
sponding "force" field according to J — a • E (here we use the standard
symbols for the electric (current density, conductivity and (force) field));
or, in components, Jj = aikE

k (i, k = 1,2,3). In the presence of a (suffi-
ciently strong) magnetic field, <T must be a linear combination of g, e • Q
and Q£l (see 3, (e)), hence it can be given the wa priori" structure

+ (<T||

where (<T||,crA, a±) are scalars (functions of \B\) to be identified with the

(34)Of course in these applications the coefficients of the linear combination over the
basis of interest must be assumed of such a nature that, when the privileged direction
"disappears" — in the sense explained below — one is reduced to the isotropie con-
tribution. The point is that, in the material media dealt with, there exists a vector
isotropy-breaking field B = \B\Sl (hence Q s direction of B) — e.g. a magnetic field
B — \JB\Q — and that the coefficients under concern, apart from those appearing in
the isotropie terms, must be thought of as (sufficiently regular) functions of \B\ which
vanish for \B\ —*• 0.
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usual "parallel", "Hall" and "perpendicular" conductivities.

These scalars must depend on \B\ in such a way that <rA —> 0 and
<r± —+ CT|| for \B\ —* 0; in this case one is reduced to <7ij. —* crgut, cr =
lim 0j_ = &\\ — the usual "scalar", or "isotropie" conductivity.

Let us now think of the same (electric)-conduction law as a nonlinear,
but Taylor expandable, one, say J = J{E) = J0+èr-E+a:EE + .... For
instance, the 2nd-degree term will be written as CTikrE

kEr, where <rifcr is
a conductivity 3-tensor. Again relying on the results of (3, (e)), we know
that (Tifo, is a linear combination of eight independent 3-tensors; but EE
is a symmetric dyad, and we end up (it can be proved) with four contri-
butions only (none of which is isotropie), or a linear combination of the
four vectors Q • EE, 0\E\2, 0 • EQ x E and U(Q, • E)2, One could reason
in a similar way as for the cubic contribution a : EEEi making use of
the basis of 29 4-tensors of (3, (e)), and taking into account the symme-
tries of EEE. Making all the necessary computations, one finds that this
cubic contribution is a linear combination of the five new vectors .E|i2|2,
E{E-Q)2, fì(#-Q)|£?|2, (E-Of Ex 0, Ù(E-Qf, only the first of which is
isotropie. From an intuitive standpoint, this result is no more than rea-
sonable. Going on, one could prove that the higher-degree contribution,
up to the ith-degree included, is a linear combination of a total number
of (t -(- 2)(t + 3)/2 — 3 terms, hence it contains as many scalar pararne-.
ters. At first sight, the possibility of deducing such a kind of information
without using any phenomenological model is a little surprising.

Our second example of this Sect. (4) deals with linear elasticity. Since
there is an elastic energy, there are now three (and not only two) separate
symmetries to comply with in the elastic 4-tensor c^,,, namely i <=t k,

r +i s, plus (i,fc) *z (r,s). This situation has been studied in Sect. (3),
with the result of being reduced to a seven-tensor basis. For h — 0, we
have the corresponding two-tensor isotropie basis; the related parameters
can be identified with the so-called "Lamé constants". For h > 0, one
should refer to a continuum "ribbed" along Q, (as it happens in certain
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bones with "principal" ribs). Keeping instead h = 0, and proceeding
to nonlinear elasticity, one sees that the "quadratic" elastic tensor has
rank 6, and, as we know, it is represented by a basis of 15 6-tensors. The
request of symmetry w.r.t. the first two indices (Cauchy relation) reduces
the basis to only nine elements; and since these 6-tensors, say Cijhkst, will
have to be contracted twice with the deformation 2-tensor, the three
additional symmetries h <=± k, s +$• t, (h,k) v± (s,t) must be required.
This further reduces us to a four-tensor basis. These four 6-tensors, all
of which of type ggg, are as follows:

9ij9hk9st ?

+ 9ht9ka) ,

9hk{9is9jt + 9u9js) ,

9ih(9js9ki + 9jt9ka) + 9is(9jh9kt + 9jk9ht)

+9it(9jh9k3 + 9jk9hs)

In conclusion, the most general nonlinear isotropie elastic CR, expanded
up to 2nd-degree terms (included) in the deformation tensor, contains
2 + 4 = 6 independent parameters. One could go on to higher-degree
terms the same way.

Now we consider a (linearly) viscous continuum with a pervading
isotropy-breaking field, as a magnetoplasma, Plainly, there exist strong
formal analogies between the (linear) viscous 4-tensor /^^a and the
(linear) elastic 4-tensor Cikrs- The analogy fails as to the symmetry
(i, k) *£• (r,s) (no longer valid for (Mkrs), and to the requirement that,
on contracting fj,ikrs with an arbitrary symmetric 2-4;ensor, the result
must be a traceless 2-tensor^35^.

fact is not a true physical demand, but rather the consequence of the con-
vention of incorporating the with-trace part of the viscous-stress tensor (which is
automatically isotropie) in the pressure part of the stress tensor. This mirrors the
objective difficulty of operationally separating the two parts under concern of the
isotropie part of the (total) stress tensor.
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On denoting by x ^e trace of the velocity-of-deformation (symmet-

ric) 2-tensor 77, and to begin with making reference to the isotropie case,

where (as it is well-known)

(4.1) ftikrs = -Vgikgra ~ p(9ir9ks + 9ia9kr) (36)

[u and p are the linear—viscosity parameters, in analogy with the Lamé

constants), by making the trace of qm = fiikrsW™ (the viscous-stress 2—

tensor) to vanish for whatever 77, one finds

(4.2) (3i/ + 2p)x = 0 .

If x 7̂  0 this is equivalent to the "Stokes relation" for viscous (compress-

ible) fluids, and so

(4.3) qik = 2p (?fx - Vik) (where «' = 0) .

If instead x — 0 (incompressible fluids), in force of the general eq. (4.1)

<Z»fc = (Mkrsn™ reduces to —2pr)ik (again with no trace) exactly the same

as one would get by making % —*• 0 in eq. (4.3).

What we have just recalled is part of the basic physicist's culture; but

we have dwelled a little upon this matter in the present context, because

the proof that eq. (4.1) actually expresses the most generai isotropie 4-

tensor (under the required symmetries, and for whatever n > 2), is not

usually given in the institutional courses of Physics.

We shall give one more example of nonlinear, but singular (i.e. not

Taylor-expandable about 77 = 0) isotropie (pseudo) viscosity, that of a

viscoplastic (vp) continuum. This is an incompressible (% = 0) "fluid",

where the viscous-stress tensor consists of a standard linear-isotropic

(traceless) part —2pr}ik (compare eq. (4.3)) plus a part of similar struc-

ture, say — 2Mr)ìkì where M is a scalar > 0 depending on 77 in its turn,

force of a remark to be found at the end of (3, (e)), eq. (4.1) exactly mirrors
the similar expression for
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and in a singular way. To be precise, according to the Von Mises's (1883-
1953) model, one assumes that the first quadratic invariant of the vp part
of qik be equal to 4h2, where h2 > 0 is a (local) parameter characteristic
of the medium. One thus gets

(4.4) M J i

where H = TftfcTj** is the first quadratic invariant of rj, a strictly posi-
tive scalar for a nonvanishing symmetric 2-tensor whatever. The singular
character of the above dependence of M on r) is evident, and so the vp
part of qik turns out homogeneous of degree 0 w.r.t. rj. To make some
further comment on the ensuing dynamical problem, we have five scalar
unknowns in all, the (vector) velocity, the pressure, and M\ and five
corresponding equations, the (three) scalar equations of the momentum
conservation, x — 0 and eq. (4.4), which links M and r\ to each other.
This PDE system, and also more sophisticated versions of it (first of
all including the thermal balance, and the temperature as an. additional
unknown) have been used to study the dynamics of the lava flows, the ex-
trusion processes, and so on. These notions too are well—known; but our
aim was merely that of pointing out the importance, for this isotropic-
incompressible, nonlinear-singular model, of eq. (4.3) (with x = 0) as a
starting point.

We can finally face our last application,.that of identifying the "a
priori" structure of the (linear) viscous 4-tensor, and then, that of the
(traceless) viscous stress 2-tensor, in a magnetoplasma with magnetic-
field direction Q.

We have to start from the results of Sect. 3, where we have listed the
nine tensors of the related 4-basis. It will be convenient to denote the
corresponding coefficients by a ft with h > 0 as a subscript, and with a
superscript equal to the ordinal the corresponding element of the 4-basis
is carrying on in the same list (for that h). Thus $ will be the coefficient
of gik9rs, the first tensor listed under h = 0. Moreover, the superscript
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will be omitted when there is a unique tensor listed for that h, like in

fj,4 — coefficient of QiQk&r&3-

Also, it will be convenient to decompose 7^ in its traceless part
Vik = Vik - f 9%k and the (isotropie) complement to it 7}ik - t)ik == *gik.
On contracting iHkrs with rfa, fx\ and fj^ do not play any role, and can
be put equal to zero; then we remain with seven coefficients only, i.e.

On requiring the vanishing of /Mil
rsff

3 for whatever choice of if3 (there
are five components free), one finds it to be equivalent to the two inde-
pendent constraints

(4.5a) -2/4 + 3/4+4^+^4 = 0.

We shall use (4.5i) to eliminate /^ and respectively (4.52) to eliminate /Z4;
so we end up with five residual coefficients (^fJ-i,/^,^,^)' It will be
convenient to express them in terms of five more coefficients (ai5 a2 . . . o5)
according to

2(4 = -03/2 , 2/iX = -a 4 /2 , 2(4 = a5 >
(4.60

2 = a4/2 — ax , 2/4 = ^3/2 — a2 ,

to be inverted according to

-Ox/2 = /il + f*3, -
(4.62)

-a 3 /2 = 2fj*, -04/2 = 2fxXi - a 5 /2 = -£ .

Let us now put aa = 5* for A;, cr = 1,2,..., 5 (£ = the Kronecker delta).
What we find is as follows:

& = 1 =£• \iz — —1/2, and the other four coefficients s 0;
k = 2=^-1^2 = —1/2, and the other four coefficients = 0;
k — 3=$- $ = —1/4, /4 = 1/4, and the other three coefficients = 0;
k = 4 =4- fx\ = —1/4, /J3 = 1/4, and the other three coefficients = 0;
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k = 5 => yu| = 1/2, and the other four coefficients = 0.

The contribution to /Mkrs of A; = 5 can be given immediately, and is

(4.7)

As for the corresponding contributions from k — (1,2,3,4) they can

be given" a very compact and symmetric form as follows. Let (r, A) be

two arbitrary unit vectors so chosen that (r, A, Ù) be an orthogonal

right—handed (say) triple. Then define the following symmetric, traceless

2-tensors:

By some very annoying work, then one finds that

for k - 1 , 2llVera - Xiktrs - (ikXrs >

for k - 2 , —2/iifc7.s = XikXrs + CifeCrs ,

for k = 3 , -2fMkT3 = ^<*^VS 4- ̂ «ft^rs ,

for A; = 4 ,

(4.8)

These four 4-tensors are all symmetric and traceless w.r.t. both the first

and the second index pair (i, k) and (r, s).

The above formulae (4.7, 4.8) solve our problem for a traceless 7) = fj,

and are covariant w.r.t. a coordinate change^. However we could choose

the triple (r, A, Q) as a special coordinate triple (ej., ej., e&) to get simpler

resolutive formulas. In this case one can give the general structure of /Mkrs

(37>) Also note that, had we chosen a left-handed triple, for instance reverting the sign
of T, dk and ipy. (and so the resulting fiikra for k — 1 and k — 4) would have changed
sign. Nothing would change, of course, as to the related 4-basis.
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directly for whatever (%,..., as). The result is

(4.9)

—#1323 = #2313 = Q-l

—#1313 = —#2323 =

—#1111 = —#2222 = —#1212 = #1122 = #2211

#1211 = #2211 = —#1222 = —#1112 = « 4 / 2

—#3333/2 = #1133 = #2233 =

This exhausts the solution, because only 36 of the original 34 = 81 com-
ponents of jMkrs are independent (due to the symmetries), and the 20
components not appearing in the 36 — 20 = 16 eqs. (4.9) are all zero.

One can easily express <&fc in the special reference frame (ei, e2, e3) of
above, to find:

(4.10)

= - ( a s + osto11 + (as - a,5)r}22 - 2a4?712

n - (a3

qls = -
,13 23

where 77
Eqs. (4.10) coincide with the well-known formulae S.I. BraginsH did

obtain on the basis of a rather sophisticated microscopic model [18], if
one identifies his viscosity coefficients denoted by (»7oj%,»72jf?3j7?4) one
by one with (a5, a3, a2s &ij % ) ^ - In the light of eqs. (4.7, 4.8) (as well as
of those one gets from them by contraction with a symmetric traceless
tensor 77rs), the conclusion is that Braginski's formulae for the viscous
(traceless) q^ add nothing to the present results but the meaning, in
that magnetoplasma model, of the coefficients (a i , . . . , a$) in terms of
more fundamental physical parameters.

original Braginski formula for qiz contains a trivial oversight.
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What remains is dealing with the part "with trace" of 7]rs, i.e. with

*grs- Disregarding the scalar factor x /3 for a moment, one finds that

the related qik consists of two summands, say according to agik + /?ft»ftfc,

where neither a nor /5 can be expressed as functions of the previous

parameters (a% -f-a5). Since qf must vanish, one finds 3a + /? = 0, and so,

by restoring the factor x /3 , one ends up with by qik — ^(gik ~ 3ftjftfc)

(this corresponds to fjbikrs = § Gfcfc — 3QiQk)grs)- The full viscous tensor

thus contains 5 + 1 = 6 independent parameters.

Returning to the traceless case {r} = 77), we know that for k = 5

2qik = S(gik - ZÙiSlk) ,

where S is the scalar firQa77rs and the overstar means that the r? in S

must be identified with 77.

But S = Q • V{v• ft) - vQ, : Vv (v = velocity field), and S = S- x / 3 .

Apart from a viscosity factor (our a5) the corresponding expression for

qik can be found in [19].
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